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The current needs to understand gene function in plant biology increasingly require
more dynamic and conditional approaches opposed to classic genetic strategies. Gene
redundancy and lethality can substantially complicate research, which might be solved by
applying a chemical genetics approach. Now understood as the study of small molecules
and their effect on biological systems with subsequent target identification, chemical
genetics is a fast developing field with a strong history in pharmaceutical research and
drug discovery. In plant biology however, chemical genetics is still largely in the starting
blocks, with most studies relying on forward genetics and phenotypic analysis for target
identification, whereas studies including direct target identification are limited. Here, we
provide an overview of recent advances in chemical genetics in plant biology with a
focus on target identification. Furthermore, we discuss different strategies for direct target
identification and the possibilities and challenges for plant biology.
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INTRODUCTION
A proven way to study how something works is to perturb the
process of interest in a well-defined and controlled manner. In
biology, this is often accomplished by introducing alterations into
the genome of an organism, such as mutations or ectopic expres-
sion. A major disadvantage of working at the gene level is that
the resulting organism will live in a steady state with the induced
genetic change. Additionally, perturbations of essential gene func-
tions will lead to lethality, unless conditional, and perturbations
of a gene member of a large gene family might have no effect
due to redundancy. In order to address gene redundancy and
lethality problems, together with the possibility to perturb a sys-
tem in a more dynamic manner, chemical biology approaches
can be used. In chemical biology, typically small molecules are
applied to a biological system, altering the process of interest
by binding target molecules. A key feature of chemical biology
is its conditional nature. Small molecules can be used for any
desired time and concentration, and in most cases can be washed
out of the system of choice, making them an ideal tool to study
dynamic processes for a certain period of time. Crucially, small
molecules will not alter an organism over generations and are not
restricted to bind only proteins, but can modulate a biological
system by binding lipids or nucleic acids (Ziegler et al., 2013).
Finally, using different approaches, the target of small molecules
needs to be identified to get a better understanding of the affected
process.
Chemical genetics strategies in plant biology lag behind the
animal field, in which drug development provided a plethora of
different target identification strategies. In plant biology, most
target identification strategies consist of a phenotyping approach
or a forward genetics strategy based on small molecule resistance
screens. A few examples exist of strategies, such as affinity purifi-
cation, that were successfully applied (Tresch, 2013).
An important aspect of chemical biology is linking the
induced phenotype to one or more targets (Figure 1). Usually,
only the relevant target, or target with the highest affinity for
the small molecule, is identified and validated, although so-
called “off-targets” might contribute substantially to the over-
all phenotype. Therefore, it has become increasingly important
to understand and generate the small molecule interac-
tome, in order to explain the observed phenotypes (Lounkine
et al., 2012). This aspect is especially important for small
molecules with a commercial application in healthcare or
agriculture.
Several reviews have addressed the chemical genetics
approaches in plant biology and the challenges and opportu-
nities that lay ahead (Tóth and van der Hoorn, 2010; Kumari
and van der Hoorn, 2011; Hicks and Raikhel, 2012; Xuan
et al., 2013). Other recent reviews include a comprehensive
overview of target identification strategies in mostly animal
systems (Ziegler et al., 2013), and a thorough overview of small
molecules with known targets and mode of action in plant
biology (Tresch, 2013). Given that plant biological research uses
limited target identification approaches, this review will briefly
discuss the current ones, and will mostly focus on emerging
new strategies, which have not found a broad application in
plant biology yet (Table 1). Where applicable, examples from
plant biology will be given, and benefits and shortcomings
will be discussed. The ultimate aim of this review is to con-
vince the reader to look further than the established target
identification strategies when a chemical genetics approach is
considered.
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of target identification strategies.
Target identification strategies are represented in function of their ability to
identify only one target or several targets (interactome), and the potential to
identify non-specific interactors (such as proteins that will confer resistance
or induce the appropriate readout without actually binding specifically the
small molecule).
COMMONLY USED TARGET IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES IN
PLANT CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
FORWARD GENETIC SCREEN FOR COMPOUND RESISTANCE
Forward genetic screen for compound resistance is a commonly
used target identification strategy in plant chemical biology in
which a mutant population is grown in the presence of small
molecules and screened for resistance. Selected resistant individ-
uals are subsequently characterized in terms of their mutations.
A major disadvantage is the inherent selection against targets
with an essential gene product, provided that the induced muta-
tion causes a knock-out or renders the protein inactive. Essential
gene targets might still be selected when the mutation allows
proper protein function, but inhibits the small molecule from
binding. Additionally, gene redundancy can prevent identification
of the target, and certain mutations might make plant resis-
tance to compound treatment, without affecting the true target.
A small molecule called “non-auxin-like lateral root inducer” or
naxillin illustrates the latter scenario. Identified from a screen
for small molecules able to enhance lateral root development,
naxillin was found to affect lateral root development more specif-
ically than auxin. The only identified resistant mutant from an
ethylmethane sulfonate (EMS)-mutagenized Arabidopsis popu-
lation, naxillin resistant 1 (nar1), proved to be affected in the
INDOLE-3-BUTYRIC ACID RESPONSE 3 (IBR3) gene, which
is involved in the conversion of indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) to
indole-3-acetic acid (IAA). The characterization of nar1 helped
to reveal that naxillin acts upstream of auxin signaling by pos-
itively affecting the IBA to IAA conversion at specific sites in
the root, thereby inducing lateral root development, but failed
to identify the true target of naxillin (De Rybel et al., 2012).
Major advantages of the forward genetic screen approach are the
straightforward experimental setup and the availability of high-
throughput next-generation sequencing techniques, which allow
relatively quick target identification once the resistant individuals
are isolated.
Whether or not mutants are more sensitive to the compound
depends on the nature of the mutation. Resistant mutants might
arise from mutations affecting the small molecule binding, or
from the absence of the target protein, although the latter is
not applicable to proteins with essential function. Alternatively,
less of the protein target might result in hypersensitivity, as less
small molecule is required to exert the same phenotypic effect.
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Table 1 | Overview of the target identification strategies.
Target identification strategy Examplesa Modified small
molecule
References
ESTABLISHED STRATEGIES
Forward genetics screen for small
molecule resistance
Pyrabactin, gravacin, DAS734 No Rojas-Pierce et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2007;
Park et al., 2009
Phenotyping approach Bikinin, kynurenine, imprimatins No De Rybel et al., 2009; He et al., 2011; Noutoshi
et al., 2012
In silico and reverse target
identification
IGPD inhibitors, galvestine1 and
galvestine2
No Schweitzer et al., 2002; Botté et al., 2011
EMERGING STRATEGIES
Activity-based protein profiling Bicyclic hydantoin, serine hydrolases Yes Kaschani et al., 2012a,b
Yeast-3-Hybrid Jasmonic acid, abscisic acid, compound 8,
cucurbic acid, cucurbic acid methylester,
2,6 dihydroxybenzoic acid
Yes Cottier et al., 2011
Affinity purification with cross
linking moiety
Atrazine, jasmonate glucosate,
castasterone
Yes Pfister et al., 1981; Kinoshita et al., 2005;
Nakamura et al., 2008
Phage display Brz2001 Yes Takakusagi et al., 2013
PROMISING STRATEGIES
Affinity purification None yet Yes Ziegler et al., 2013
Chemical denaturation shift None yet No Schön et al., 2013
Target identification by
chromatographic co-elution
None yet No Chan et al., 2012
Drug affinity responsive target
stability
None yet No Lomenick et al., 2009
aThe examples correspond with those given in the text.
Besides, resistance to small molecules might also be caused by the
overexpression of the target protein.
Examples of such an approach are the identification of targets
for pyrabactin, gravacin and DAS734. The synthetic seed germi-
nation inhibitor pyrabactin was shown to act as a specific agonist
of abscisic acid (ABA) because transcriptional responses of seeds
growth in presence of ABA compared to pyrabactin were highly
correlated, whereas this was not the case in seedlings (Park et al.,
2009). Pyrabactin allowed the identification of the PYR/PYLs
(for “pyrabactin resistance” and “PYR-like”), members of the lig-
and binding cyclase subfamily of the START protein superfamily,
through a forward genetics screen for compound resistance (Park
et al., 2009). This protein family was independently identified as
RCAR (for “regulatory component of ABA receptor”) (Ma et al.,
2009). The PYR/PYL/RCARs were shown to be ABA receptors
(Park et al., 2009), which after perception bind to type 2C protein
phosphatases, thereby inactivating them. The role as ABA recep-
tor for the PYR/PYL/RCAR protein family was later confirmed by
crystallographic data (Santiago et al., 2009).
Gravacin was identified as an inhibitor of the gravitropic
response in Arabidopsis seedlings (Surpin et al., 2005). A pop-
ulation of 220,000 EMS-mutagenized F2 seeds were screened
for a gravitropic response when grown on gravacin, identifying
through a map-based cloning approach an E to K substitution
in the gene coding for P-GLYCOPROTEIN 19 (PGP19) (Rojas-
Pierce et al., 2007). Several different mutant alleles for PGP19
showed resistance to gravacin, confirming the identified muta-
tion as the cause of gravacin resistance. Furthermore, gravacin
binding to PGP19-containing microsomes was severely reduced
in pgp19 mutants compared to wild type controls (Rojas-Pierce
et al., 2007).
A phenyltriazole acetic acid compound, DAS734, was identi-
fied as a potent bleaching agent of developing leaves. Addition
of adenine could alleviate the effects, hinting toward a target in
the purine biosynthesis pathway (Walsh et al., 2007). A screen
for DAS734 resistance of 480,000 EMS-mutagenized Arabidopsis
ecotype Col-0 seedlings resulted in several resistant lines, some
of which had the same mutation. Map-based cloning identi-
fiedGLUTAMINE PHOSPHORIBOSYLAMIDOTRANSFERASE 2
(GPRAT2) as the gene containing all mutations (Walsh et al.,
2007). Expression of AtGPRAT2 in Escherichia coli allowed the
purification of the protein and the evaluation of its activity in
the presence of DAS734. The small molecule was able to potently
inhibit GPRAT2 activity in a slow, but reversible manner. In
addition, expression of the mutant GPRAT2 gene in E. coli, iso-
lated in the forward genetics screen, revealed an increase in the
inhibitory concentration (IC50) of more than 500 times, indicat-
ing a strong resistance to DAS734, and confirming GPRAT2 as its
target (Walsh et al., 2007).
PHENOTYPING APPROACH
Opposed to a forward genetics approach, the phenotyping
approach usually starts from a screen of small molecules against
an appropriate readout for the biological process of interest,
followed by further tests that narrow down the possible tar-
get proteins. Biochemical validation is used to confirm the
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hypothetical target protein. The main drawback is the require-
ment for proper readouts that is applicable for known signal-
ing pathways and enzymes involved in primary and secondary
metabolism. Processes of highly organized, rapid and dynamic
nature, such as endomembrane trafficking, will be much harder
to characterize with such a strategy. As one searches specifically
within a process of interest, this approach usually will yield only
one target, or target family, but will not provide an overall pic-
ture of small molecule interactors. The latter implies, however,
that target identification can be fairly straightforward because the
search is directed. Some recent examples are the identification of
targets for bikinin, kynurenine and imprimatins.
The small molecule bikinin was discovered in a screen for
molecules able to induce phenotypes similar to those caused by
the application of the most active brassinosteroid (BR), brassi-
nolide, in young Arabidopsis seedlings (De Rybel et al., 2009).
The target of bikinin was identified through comparative pheno-
typic analysis of different BR-related mutants grown on bikinin.
As bikinin was able to rescue a gain-of-function bin2-1mutant to
wild type, it was hypothesized that the GSK3-like kinase BIN2 is
the direct target. This hypothesis was confirmed by in vitro bind-
ing studies. In addition, the list of bikinin targets was expanded to
other BIN2 homologs and a competition with ATP was suggested
as the mode of compound action.
The selective aminotransferase inhibitor, affecting local auxin
biosynthesis, L-kynurenine (Kyn), was identified in a screen for
suppressors of the constitutive ethylene response (He et al.,
2011). Although Kyn did not rescue the constitutive ethylene
response phenotypes of the eto1-2 and ctr1-1 mutants and
wild type plants treated with the synthetic ethylene precursor
1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid, it rescued the short-
ened root phenotype at submicromolar concentrations. Kyn was
shown to inhibit ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE 3 (EIN3) accumula-
tion in Arabidopsis roots, which led to a reduction in local auxin
responses. As active ethylene signaling increased the reduction of
local auxin responses in the presence of Kyn, it was concluded
that Kyn represses ethylene-mediated auxin responses (He et al.,
2011). Further unraveling of auxin responses led to the hypothesis
that Kyn might inhibit TRYPTOPHAN AMINOTRANSFERASE
OF ARABIDOPSIS1 (TAA1). Enzymatic activity tests on purified
TAA1 confirmed that Kyn is a competitive and potent inhibitor,
inhibiting the conversion of tryptophan to indole-3-pyruvic acid.
Computational modeling validated Kyn as a competitive inhibitor
of TAA1, outcompeting tryptophan. In addition, when trypto-
phan was applied in excess, it reversed the inhibitory effects of
Kyn (He et al., 2011).
The third example comes from a screen for small molecules
affecting disease resistance in plants that identified five small
molecules belonging to two different structural groups, named
imprimatins (Noutoshi et al., 2012). The authors showed an
increase in salicylic acid (SA) in treated plants, but unlike control
plants, after pathogen infection imprimatins did not accumu-
late the inactive form of SA, SA-2-O-β-D-glucoside (SAG), which
usually increases in parallel with an increase in SA. An enzymatic
test on UGT74F1 and UGT76B1, two enzymes that convert SA
to its inactive form SAG, confirmed imprimatins as inhibitors
of these enzymes. Thus, the increased Pst-avrRpm1-induced cell
death after imprimatin treatment is due to an inhibition of the
SA-to-SAG conversion (Noutoshi et al., 2012).
IN SILICO-BASED TARGET IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES
Not only forward, but also reverse and in silico design strate-
gies have been successfully used. The starting point is a protein
of interest, or a small molecule scaffold. Screening of additional
small molecules aims at finding a specific interactor for the pro-
tein of interest, or at improving binding characteristics for an
existing small molecule. A validation step in vivo confirms the
findings of the reverse or in silico strategy.
A first example concerns a study of more than a decade ago in
search of novel inhibitors of imidazole glycerol phosphate dehy-
dratase (IGPD), an attractive herbicide target (Schweitzer et al.,
2002). Based on previously identified IGPD triazole inhibitors
(Mori et al., 1995), a pharmacophore model was developed to
search available 3D-databases (Schweitzer et al., 2002). A pharma-
cophore model contains spatial information on functional groups
essential for small molecule action. The model was used to search
commercial databases of about 370,000 small molecules in total.
From the approximately 1200 hits, small molecules, which were
too high in molecular weight or too expensive, were excluded.
From the resulting 140 hits, a group of bispyrroles proved to be
interesting from a chemistry perspective and was chosen to per-
form a substructure search on about 600,000 small molecules.
Finally a group of monopyrrole aldehydes was selected as a new
class of IGPD inhibitors with activity in the low micromolar
range. As this group does not fit the original pharmacophore
model perfectly, it might be possible that this new group acts
through a different mechanism as the original triazole inhibitors
(Schweitzer et al., 2002).
A second example illustrates a screen for inhibitors of mono-
galactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG) synthesis in Arabidopsis that
used E. coli lipid vesicles containing recombinant MGD1 and a
small molecule library with a little less than 24,000 entries. After
initial screening, a new set of small molecules was put together
based on chemical similarities with the hits from the first screen,
which led to a selection of two small molecules: galvestine1 and
galvestine2, two competitive inhibitors relative to diacylglycerol
(DAG) of MGD1, MDG2, and MDG3 (Botté et al., 2011).
EMERGING TARGET IDENTIFICATION STRATEGIES IN PLANT
CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
ACTIVITY-BASED PROTEIN PROFILING (ABPP)
The activity-based protein profiling (ABPP) target identification
strategy relies on small molecules with a so-called “warhead,”
which react with residues in the active site of enzymes in an irre-
versible manner (van der Hoorn et al., 2011). The small molecules
are attached via a linker to a functionality, such as biotin for affin-
ity purification, or to a fluorophore for visualization. As the small
molecules react with their respective target proteins to form a
covalent bond, no additional cross-linking is required for fur-
ther affinity purification. However, not every small molecule is
capable of reacting with its target protein, therefore ABPP is only
applicable for small molecules able to react with their target pro-
tein. Equally, not every protein will react with a small molecule
to form a covalent bond, and thus ABPP results in a substantially
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less complex proteome, which facilitates a more straightforward
analysis. Importantly, ABPP enables to assign activity to certain
proteins, not only within the entire proteome, but also within a
protein family thereby creating activity-based sub-classes. Recent
examples of the use of ABPP are illustrated by studying the mode
of action of the bicyclic hydantoin and several serine hydrolases
(SHs) inhibitors in Arabidopsis.
The bicyclic hydantoin sparked the attention when it was
found as a side product from synthesis efforts for syringolins
(Kaschani et al., 2012a). To identify a molecular target from
Arabidopsis cell cultures, the bicyclic hydantoin was labeled with
biotin and rhodamine, and both versions were applied to either
detect or pull down the protein target. An affinity purification
coupled with a mass spectrometry (MS) was used to identify the
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase GAPC1 and GAPC2
as targets of the bicyclic hydantoin. Both GAPC1 and GAPC2
were heterologously expressed in E. coli, and shown to bind the
rhodamine-tagged bicyclic hydantoin in an activity-dependent
manner (Kaschani et al., 2012a).
The second example employed a competitive ABPP approach
to evaluate the effect of different putative SH inhibitors in
Arabidopsis (Kaschani et al., 2012b). Competitive ABPP assesses
the ability of small molecules to compete with ABPP probes.
A reduced labeling by the probe in the presence of the small
molecule indicates binding of the small molecule to the pro-
tein(s) under investigation. A rhodamine-tagged fluorophospho-
nate (FP) and a trifunctional nitrophenol phosphonate (TriNP)
tagged with both rhodamine and biotin were used as ABPP
probes. The main finding of the study was a differential sen-
sitivity of different Arabidopsis SHs to the SH inhibitors tested
(Kaschani et al., 2012b). An additional study on SHs reports the
development of a paraoxon-like para-nitrophenol phosphonate
activity-based probe predominantly labeling carboxylesterase12
in Arabidopsis (Nickel et al., 2012).
YEAST 3-HYBRID
The yeast 3-hybrid (Y3H) approach relies on the principles of
the yeast 2-hybrid (Y2H) technology, but uses a modified small
molecule of interest to allow interaction between the DNA-
binding domain and the transcriptional activator (Figure 2).
Initially (Licitra and Liu, 1996), Y3H was based on the Y2H
system using the LexA DNA-binding domain and the trans-
activation domain from the bacterial protein B42 (Gyuris et al.,
1993). The so-called “hook” consisted of the LexA DNA-binding
domain fused to the hormone-binding domain of the rat glu-
cocorticoid receptor. The latter binds to dexamethasone, which
is part of the hybrid small molecule comprising dexamethasone
and FK506, or the “bait.” Finally, the “fish” consisted of human
FKBP12 fused to the transcriptional activator B42. For screen-
ing purposes, FKBP12 represents any cDNA library of choice,
whereas FK506 represents the small molecule of interest.
To date, Y3H in plant chemical biology was used in an attempt
to identify targets for small molecules with implications in plant
defense responses (Cottier et al., 2011). The Y3H system used to
this end was based on the LexA DNA-binding domain fused to
dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR), which binds with high affin-
ity to methotrexate (Mtx), and had been used previously with
success (Becker et al., 2004). The hybrid ligand was composed
of Mtx fused via a polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker to several
small molecules, namely jasmonic acid (JA), ABA, compound 8
(cpd 8), cucurbic acid (CA), cucurbic acid methylester (CAMe)
and 2,6 dihydroxybenzoic acid (6OH-SA). The “fish” was a collec-
tion of cDNA libraries from wounded or pathogen infected leaves
and inflorescence from Arabidopsis, fused to the GAL4 transcrip-
tional activator (Cottier et al., 2011). Although no targets were
identified for Mtx-ABA and Mtx-JA, and no interaction could be
shown when the known ABA and JA receptors were expressed as
“fish,” potential target proteins were identified for the other small
molecules. This study validates Y3H as a target identification
strategy for plant chemical biology.
The Y3H technique has a few notable advantages because it
allows screening for small molecule-protein interactions in vivo,
correction for low abundant proteins, easy identification of the
target protein(s) or even interacting protein domains and, addi-
tionally, detection of essential gene products, and even straight-
forward characterization of an entire protein family as the target
of a small molecule. However, although Y3H is an in vivomethod,
the ability of the protein to bind the small molecule of interest is
assessed out of its biological context and one protein at a time, and
therefore is less suited when small molecules require more than
one protein to bind or the proper biological context. Moreover,
proteins not able to translocate to the yeast nucleus, such as trans-
membrane or membrane-associated proteins cannot be screened;
also the fact that the small molecules need to be modified, and the
occurrence of multi-drug resistance in yeast can pose a problem.
Variants of the Y3H system have been described (Ziegler et al.,
2013), but have not found an implementation in plant chemical
biology yet.
An improved version of Y3H screening is based on cova-
lent labeling of SNAP-tag fusion proteins (Chidley et al., 2011).
The SNAP-tag is based on the human O6-alkylguanine-DNA
alkyltransferase that will covalently attach the alkyl group of its
substrate to one of its cysteine residues. As its substrate speci-
ficity is not so high, it can also accept O6-benzylguanine (BG)
as a substrate (Keppler et al., 2003). The Y3H is modified in such
a way that the DNA-binding domain LexA is fused to a SNAP-
tag, and the small molecule of interest is derivatized with BG
(Chidley et al., 2011). The improved Y3H approach includes first,
the use of a triple mutant for broad-spectrum drug transporters.
Second, false-positives are eliminated by a negative selection using
5-fluoroorotic acid in the absence of the modified small molecule,
and later colonies are grown both in the presence and absence
of the modified compound to score for specific interactions.
Additionally, growth of colonies in the presence of the “bait” and
an excess of the free, unmodified small molecule could poten-
tially pinpoint colonies expressing a specific target, because the
free small molecule will out-compete the “bait,” thereby prevent-
ing further growth or reporter expression (Licitra and Liu, 1996).
The SNAP-tag can also be combined with a GST-tag and thus, the
GST-SNAP-tagged fusion protein can readily be used in affinity
purification approaches with the same modified small molecules
(Chidley et al., 2011).
Concerning synthesis of the modified small molecule for Y3H,
a recent study evaluated the length and nature of the linker
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FIGURE 2 | General principle of emerging and novel target identification
strategies in plant chemical biology. (A) Strategies relying on the affinity of
the small molecule to isolate the target protein from a complex mixture such
as a lysate or cellular environment. (B) The yeast-3-hybrid approach uses the
activation of a transcriptional response by bringing together a DNA-binding
domain and transcriptional activator via a fusion of the small molecule of
interest and a known small molecule with high affinity for a known protein
target. The latter is fused to the DNA-binding domain. The small molecule
probes a cDNA library fused to the transcriptional activator. (C) Strategies
relying on increased protein stability utilize small molecules to stabilize the
increased dynamics, instability and degradation upon treatments such as
denaturants or proteases, preventing or slowing down target protein
degradation. Gray spheres: non-target proteins; blue spheres: target protein;
orange cartoon: small molecule of interest; Lex A, Lex A DNA-binding
domain; Mtx, methotrexate; DHFR, dihydrofolate reductase, target protein of
Mtx; GAL4, GAL4 transcriptional activator.
(Tran et al., 2013). An important conclusion of the use of a
triazole-containing linker opposed to a PEG linker was the lower
background growth of yeast in the presence of a negative control,
and thus a decreased amount of possible false positives.
AFFINITY-BASED TECHNOLOGIES
Amuch less explored target identification strategy in plant chem-
ical biology is affinity purification. Typically, a derivatized small
molecule is generated consisting of a selectivity function, which
is the small molecule of interest, bound via a linker moiety to a
tag such as biotin, which allows target isolation from a complex
mixture. Incubation of an appropriate lysate with the modified
compound, immobilization on a solid support, and subsequent
washing of unbound proteins enable isolation of target proteins
for liquid chromatography and MS analysis (Figure 2). As such,
the general principle of this approach is shared with ABPP.
Crucial for derivatization is structure activity relation (SAR)
analysis. SAR analysis involves testing of a collection of analogs
of the original small molecule to assess which functional groups
and moieties are essential for its activity. SAR analysis is not only
important for derivatization, but can also provide crucial infor-
mation about the mode of action of small molecules. A good
illustration of the latter is sirtinol, identified as an inhibitor of
sirtuin deacetylases in yeast and human cells (Grozinger et al.,
2001). Sirtinol in Arabidopsis was characterized as an enhancer of
auxin signaling, and was found to bind and inhibit SIRTINOL
RESISTANT1 (SIR1), a negative regulator of auxin signaling
upstream of the Aux/IAA genes. SIR1 and other SIR genes encode
proteins involved in molybdopterin biosynthesis, and the incor-
poration of molybdenum to form molybdenum cofactor (moco),
an essential cofactor in for example aldehyde oxidases (Zhao et al.,
2003). SAR analysis predicted that sirtinol can be hydrolyzed into
2-hydroxy-1-naphthaldehyde (HNA). HNA is subsequently con-
verted by a moco-containing aldehyde oxidase into 2-hydroxy-1-
naphtoic acid (HNC). The latter is an active auxin analog, hence
explaining the sirtinol-induced phenotypes (Dai et al., 2005).
An important advantage of affinity purification is the ability to
probe for target proteins of any molecular process of interest, in
other words, any small molecule can be potentially used, and does
not require activity toward the target in contrast to ABPP. It pro-
vides the possibility to uncover the small molecule interactome,
thus not only the main target, but also “off-targets,” might con-
tribute to the observed phenotype. The latter implies that specific
readouts should be available to distinguish the target of interest
from off-targets in the validation procedure. Additionally, affinity
purification yields data on potential targets as well as biochemical
proof of binding, provided proper controls are included.
A variant of affinity purification consists of the incorpora-
tion of a cross-linking moiety, thus giving rise to a tri-functional
probe. These so-called “capture compounds” consist of a selectiv-
ity function, which is the small molecule of interest, a reactivity
function, which is the cross-linking moiety, and a sorting func-
tion (such as biotin) (Köster et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2010,
2011). The cross-linking moiety usually is activated by UV-light,
thereby forming covalent bonds with proteins in close proximity.
As the small molecule-target interaction is secured by a covalent
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bond, washing can be stringent, removing unspecific binders;
hence, incorporating a cross-linkingmoiety might solve problems
with weak interactions and low abundant or less accessible pro-
tein targets. Crucial for both affinity purifications and procedures
involving cross-linkingmoieties are proper controls to distinguish
“true” targets from non-specific interactors. Preferably an inactive
analog of the small molecule modified in the same way is used,
but it should be noted that inactivity in vivo does not necessarily
mean it will not bind the target protein in a lysate, because inactiv-
ity might be due to altered uptake. In addition, the “interactome”
for the solid phase used (such as streptavidin-coated beads), or
the linker with biotin alone might serve as an essential back-
ground list. Equally, multiple repeats with different probes can
distinguish targets from background signals in a statistical man-
ner. Competition experiments with unmodified compounds may
reveal specific binders from non-specific binders, and serve as an
essential control. However, in order to detect a competition with
the unmodified small molecule, quantification of eluted proteins
is required. To this end, stable isotope labeling with amino acids
in cell culture (SILAC) (Ong et al., 2002, 2009) can be used or
other forms of differential labeling of peptides or proteins (Gant-
Branum et al., 2009; Collier and Muddiman, 2012). In short, two
samples are prepared and differentially labeled (e.g., heavy and
light) according to the SILAC protocol. Both samples are dif-
ferentially treated: one with the probe only, the other with the
probe and free small molecule in competition. When the con-
centration of the free small molecule is high enough, and when
the affinity toward the target is higher than that of the modified
small molecule, specific targets should not be retained after pull-
down. Subsequent combination of both samples in a 1:1 ratio
and MS analysis results in a distinguishable peptide pair originat-
ing from the different samples because they only differ by their
isotopic mass difference. Non-specific binders should be repre-
sented by peptides of equal intensity for both samples, opposed
to peptides representing specific binders, because their intensity
should be much lower due to the imposed competition with the
free small molecule (Ong et al., 2009). Additional issues might
arise when the target protein is low abundant or of hydrophobic
nature.
One of the first examples of compound photo-affinity label-
ing in plant research concerns the modification of atrazine with
a photo-reactive azido group. The subsequent azido-atrazine
was radioactively labeled to allow detection of covalently bound
polypeptides on a polyacrylamide gel (Pfister et al., 1981).
Although atrazine is a well-characterized inhibitor of photosys-
tem II reactions, and azido-atrazine was shown to act in a very
similar way, target identification stops at the level of radioactively
labeled polypeptides of 32–34 kDa on a polyacrylamide gel, be it
from purified chloroplast thylakoids.
A second example is given by efforts to identify the molecu-
lar target of the small molecule responsible for nyctinastic leaf
movement of Albizzia saman (Nakamura et al., 2008). The tri-
functional probe consisted of the small molecule of interest, a
jasmonate glucoside, benzophenone as the reactivity function and
biotin as the selectivity function. Additionally, an inactive enan-
tiomeric analog wasmodified in the sameway, serving as a control
(Nakamura et al., 2008). Both probes were activated at 365 nm,
and SDS-PAGE analysis revealed a differential band, which disap-
peared using the unmodified small molecule as competitor.
A third example concerns the biotin-labeled photoaffinity cas-
tasterone (BPCS) (Kinoshita et al., 2005). This report shows the
ability of castasterone, an active BR (Vriet et al., 2013), to bind
the BR receptor BR-INSENSITIVE1 (BRI1). The binding site is
mapped to an island domain in between leucine-rich repeat 21
(LRR21) and LRR22 of the extracellular domain of BRI1. This
observation was later confirmed by structural data of BRI1 in
complex with brassinolide (Hothorn et al., 2011; She et al., 2011).
Until now to our knowledge no examples exist in plant research
of an affinity purification approach without covalent binding to
the target protein.
In order to circumvent the bio-availability problems that are
likely to arise with biotin tags or fluorophores attached to the
small molecule, a two-step labeling of small molecules was opti-
mized in Arabidopsis using so-called mini-tags, based on azide
and alkyn functional groups (Kaschani et al., 2009). The well-
known cysteine-protease inhibitor E64 was used to study and
establish the two-step labeling technique. Because E64 is a cova-
lent inhibitor of its targets, the two-step labeling consists of a first
modification of E64 with a mini-tag, minimizing interference of
the tag on E64 activity and bioavailability. After incubation of the
sample with modified E64, a second step attaches biotin modi-
fied with the appropriate mini-tag in a click-chemistry reaction,
allowing subsequent purification and detection of the target pro-
tein (Kaschani et al., 2009). One of the main advantages is the
ability to label in vivo, which, in the explained setup is not pos-
sible for small molecules that do not bind covalently to their
target protein. This problem can be solved by introducing a
photo-activatable group together with a mini-tag, which allows
cross-linking in vivo, with subsequent preparation of the lysate
and attaching biotin for affinity purification.
Although in situ proteome profiling with a small molecule
modified for photo-cross-linking has the advantage of identify-
ing target proteins in the proper biological context, care should
be taken with possible effects of UV irradiation on the proteome.
Certainly when exposure lasts for several minutes, damage might
be induced, which eventually might compromise the final protein
target list.
In order to perform in situ proteome profiling, the small
molecule of choice should bemodified with a photo-cross-linking
group, together with a group that allows additional bioorthog-
onal modification, usually done with a clickable group. In this
way, after cross-linking in live cells, a group for affinity purifi-
cation or visualization can be added afterward. The latter option
allows the usage of a technique called fluorescence difference in
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (FITGE). This method uses
two samples, one labeled with the active small molecule, the other
with an inactive form or other control, and labels both sam-
ples with a different fluorophore. This differential labeling allows
detection of both samples together on a 2D SDS-PAGE gel. Spots
that are labeled by both fluorophores are probable because of
unspecific binding events, whereas spots only labeled with the
fluorophore attached to the active small molecule are potential
hits that can be identified by subsequent MS approaches (Park
et al., 2012). Differences between lysates and live cells as starting
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material were reported, in which live cells might likely provide
more reliable target identification and can be even a requirement
to detect the main target.
PHAGE DISPLAY
The phage display strategy relies on whole, fragmented cDNA
or random peptide sequences translationally fused to the phage
coat protein, so that the peptides are displayed on the outside.
An immobilized small molecule can retain the peptides that bind
to the small molecule. A subsequent bacterial infection allows
the identification of selected peptides. A recent example in plants
used a quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) biosensor in combi-
nation with T7 phage display and the receptor-ligand contacts
(RELIC) bioinformatics server to identify binding sites for the BR
biosynthesis inhibitor brassinazole (Brz2001) in the cytochrome
P450 enzyme DWARF4 (DWF4) that catalyzes the rate-limiting
hydroxylation of the C22 position in the BR biosynthesis (Asami
et al., 2000; Sekimata et al., 2001; Takakusagi et al., 2013; Vriet
et al., 2013). The QCM measures voltage-induced crystal vibra-
tions on a gold electrode, which will decrease as the overall mass
on the gold electrode increases. Takakusagi et al. (2013) used a
modified version of Brz2001, which forms a monolayer on the
gold electrode. The QCM-measured vibrations will decrease as
peptides bind the immobilized small molecule. A random 15-
mer peptide library was incubated with the Brz2001-covered gold
electrode, which resulted in the identification of 34 peptides.
Subsequent use of the RELIC bioinformatics platform (Mandava
et al., 2004) detected within the 34 selected peptides a subset of
amino acids potentially involved in small molecule binding that
map to a potential disordered loop of DWF4 (Takakusagi et al.,
2013).
Given the possibility to modify the small molecule of interest,
and the ability to coat the gold electrode, this technique allows
a quick assessment of possible target proteins. It allows a cov-
erage of the proteome without the possibility of missing out on
low abundant proteins due to the easy amplification of the signal
by bacterial infection. It is less suited for interactions requir-
ing post-translational modifications, very hydrophobic peptides,
and protein-small molecule interactions, for which several amino
acid residues involved in binding are scattered across the pro-
tein primary sequence. When the small molecule only binds the
appropriate amino acid residues form a binding pocket after pro-
tein folding, phage display with a random small peptide library
will likely not work. Phage display with entire proteinsmight solve
the problem, but will select any hydrophobic protein, besides the
possibility that the protein might not fold properly.
LABEL-FREE COMPOUND-BASED TECHNOLOGIES
An obvious drawback of affinity purification is the requirement
for “taggable” positions on the small molecule of interest. In addi-
tion, the small molecule should still be active with at least part
of the intended modification (such as the linker), because the
modification might hinder proper binding of the small molecule
to its targets. Efficient isolation of the target is also dependent
on the affinity of the small molecule, because low-affinity inter-
actions might be lost during washing. Therefore, rather gentle
washing conditions should be used, which have the disadvantage
of generating extensive lists of possible target proteins. In an effort
to solve these problems, approaches that do not require labeled
small molecules are being developed.
CHEMICAL DENATURATION SHIFT
One way of testing ligand interactions is by measuring protein
stability, which depends on a number of factors, including tem-
perature, denaturants and ligand binding. An increase in protein
stability, and thus denaturing conditions, to higher temperatures
is indicative of ligand binding. Classically, this is measured by
fluorescence or differential scanning calorimetry (Straume and
Freire, 1992; Lo et al., 2004). However, because estimations on
binding affinities require prior knowledge on enthalpy and heat
capacity of protein denaturation and ligand binding, such an
approach is not suited for high throughput screening, because
binding thermodynamics are yet unknown for small molecules
in a library. Additionally, the rank order given to small molecule
interactors based on the induced shift in protein denaturation
temperature (Tm) is not necessarily the same at the physiological
temperature and the measured Tm. An alternative approach was
proposed based on a chemical denaturation shift (Schön et al.,
2013), in which instead of measuring Tm, the increase in con-
centration of a denaturant is measured required to denature the
protein in the presence of its ligand. Although the study is an opti-
mization and proof of concept of the chemical denaturation shift
approach, it illustrates the usability to provide proof of ligand
binding, and is additionally suited for high-throughput screening
setups in a reverse chemical genetics strategy.
TARGET IDENTIFICATION BY CHROMATOGRAPHIC CO-ELUTION (TICC)
The main disadvantage of labeling small molecules with any tag,
is the possibility of selecting against small molecules or natu-
ral products that do not allow any modification (i.e., they lose
biological activity altogether). To this end, target identification
strategies using unmodified small molecules are being developed.
One example of such a strategy is the TICC technology (Chan
et al., 2012). The idea is to look for a shift in the retention time
of the small molecule of interest in a complex protein mixture
compared to the small molecule alone during non-denaturing
high-performance liquid chromatography. The shift in retention
time would be indicative of binding to a particular protein tar-
get, which can be identified by further deconvolving the fraction
in which the small molecule elutes by additional complementing
and orthogonal fractionations. Key to the success of this approach
is the ability to separate free from protein-bound ligands (Chan
et al., 2012).
DRUG AFFINITY-RESPONSIVE TARGET STABILITY (DARTS)
The DARTS approach takes advantage of the stabilization of a
protein target upon small molecule binding, thereby rendering
the protein less susceptible to proteolytic digestion (Lomenick
et al., 2009, 2011). This idea also formed the basis for the chemical
denaturation shift approach (Pace and McGrath, 1980). DARTS
can be used to confirm a certain small molecule-protein inter-
action by specifically evaluating proteolytic digestion via west-
ern blotting, but equally can be used to evaluate possible new
small molecule-protein interactions by looking at entire lysates.
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Although the latter situation might result in visibly stabilized tar-
gets when high abundant, low abundant target proteins might not
be readily visible on gel (Lomenick et al., 2009).
Both DARTS and TICC share some important advantages.
First they are label free, require no derivatization and use the
original small molecule. This is not only important in terms
of small molecule tolerance toward modification, but also saves
time, as SAR analysis can be limited. A second important advan-
tage is their independency of any protein nature, mode of action
or model system. Both techniques solely rely on affinity of the
small molecule for its target protein. The latter also dictates an
inherent weakness: interactions of lower affinity might be missed.
Both techniques have their specific weaknesses too. Whereas
membrane proteins remain challenging for TICC, DARTS is not
applicable to any protein, because some proteins are more resis-
tant to digestion and might be missed. In addition, the small
moleculemight interact in such a way that digestion of the protein
is not, or hardly affected.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Traditionally, chemical biology approaches have a strong back-
ground in pharmaceutical and agricultural fields, whereas basic
research lags behind, certainly in plant biology. Over the recent
years though, plant biology has witnessed an increasing interest
in chemical biology approaches for processes such as endomem-
brane trafficking, hormonal signaling and primary and secondary
metabolism (Hicks and Raikhel, 2012; Mishev et al., 2013; Tresch,
2013; Ma and Robert, 2014). Depending on which aspect of plant
biology the small molecule of choice is affecting, and what the
intended use will be, knowledge on the interactome of the small
molecule might be essential. As the induced phenotype is only
the sum of the individual targets affected, a deconvolution of the
phenotype toward the individual contributions of the affected tar-
gets is of paramount importance. To this end, current commonly
used target identification strategies in plant biology fall short.
Therefore, an evolution toward more biochemical and alternative
strategies is required. Surprisingly, one of the most successful tar-
get identification strategies in animal research is much less used
in plant research: affinity purification. Although the technique
has important shortcomings such as the need for small molecule
modification and the preference for abundant soluble protein tar-
gets, it is one of the few strategies capable of revealing the small
molecule interactome. Several variants exist of the basic affinity-
based pull-down principle to accommodate for shortcomings of
the technique, and their implementation in fundamental plant
biology research as well as in a more commercial research envi-
ronment should spur our understanding of dynamic cellular
mechanisms. In addition, development of affinity purification-
based approaches in combination with other well-established
techniques might provide additional dimensions to the inter-
actome resulting from classic affinity-based setups. One such
example is Chem-seq, in which a combination of affinity purifi-
cation and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) technology
can provide new insights into the role of small molecules at a
genome-wide level (Anders et al., 2014).
Other approaches that are more established in other systems
than in plants, besides the ones mentioned in this review, might
find their way into plant biology as well. A possible example could
be multi-copy suppression profiling, in which the central idea
relies on increased tolerance toward the small molecule when the
target protein is present in higher copy numbers (Ziegler et al.,
2013). Similarly to EMS screens, overexpression line collections
such as activation-tag collections could be screened for more
tolerance toward small molecules. Problems with gene redun-
dancy and lethality would be overcome, and identification of the
potential target should be simple. Equally, one overexpression line
could be used to screen an entire collection of small molecules for
more tolerance. In addition, adaptation of the Cellular Thermal
Shift Assay (CETSA) (Martinez Molina et al., 2013) for target
identification purposes might be the onset toward a relatively easy
strategy to identify possible target proteins without the need of
small molecule modification. The technique relies on increased
stability of the target protein in the presence of the small molecule
at higher temperatures, according to a similar principle as DARTS
and the chemical denaturation shift. Moreover, this approach
has proved to be successful at the cellular and even tissue level
(Martinez Molina et al., 2013).
Finally, the choice for a particular target identification strategy
greatly depends on the aim of the study and available resources,
still considering that several complementary approaches to
prove protein target binding will only make the study stronger.
Although initial efforts to setup an affinity purification target
identification approach are greater compared to for example resis-
tance screens, affinity purification has important advances over
the well-established target identification strategies in plant biol-
ogy. Therefore, plant biology can only benefit from adapting
affinity-based target identification approaches in future chemical
biology projects.
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